Consider stochastic linear dynamical systems, dx=Axdt+Bdw, dy=Cxdt+d~v (O) =O,x(O) a given initial random variable independent of the standard independent Wiener noise processes w,v. The matrices A,B,C ate supposed to be constant. In this paper I consider two problems. For the first one A,B and C are supposed known and the question is how to calculate the conditional probability density of x at time t given the observations y(s),O~s~t in the case that x(0) is not necessarily 8anssian. (In the gau~!~n case the answer is given by the Kalmun-Bucy filter). The second problem concerns identification, i.e. the A,B,C are unknown (but assumed constant so that dA =O, dB =O, dC=O), and one wants to calculate the joint conditional probability density at time t of (x,A,B,C), again given the observationsy(s),O~s~t. The methods used rely on We[-Norrnan theory, the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai equation and a "real form" of the SegaI-Shale-Weil representation of the symplectic group Sp,(R).
Introduction
Consider a general nonlinear filtering problem of the following type:
dx = f(x)dt + G(x)dw , xeR s, weR m (I.l) dy = h(x)dt + d~ , yeW, yew (1.2)
wheref, G,h are vector and matrix valued functions of the appropriate dimensions, and the w,p are standard Wiener processes independent of each other and also independent of the initial random variable x(0). One takesy(O)=O. The general non-linear filtering problem is this setting asks for (effective) ways to calculate and/or approximate the conditional density ~(x,t) of x given the obs~vafionsy(s),O<s<t; i.e. ~x,t) is the density of .~ =E [x(t)[y(s) , O<s<t] the conditional expectation of the state x(t). On© approach to this problem proceeds via the socaUed DMZ equation which is an equation of a rather nice form for an unnormaliTcd version g (x,O of ¢(x,t) . Here unnormalizcd means that g(x,t)=r(t)1r(x,t) for some function r(t) of ~ alone. A capsule description of this approach is given in section 2 below. Using this approach was strongly ~vocated by Brockett and Mitter (c£ e.g. their contributions in [6D, and initially the approach had a number of nontrivial succes~ both in terms of positive and negative results (cf. e.g. the surveys [9] and [4] ). Subsequently, the approach became less popular; perhaps because a number of rather formidable mathematical problems arose, and because the number of systems to which the theory can be directly applied appears to be quite small. Cf [4] for a discussion of some aspects of these two points.
It is the purpo~ of this paper to apply this approach to two problems concerning linear systems, which do not fall within the compass of the usual Ifalman-Bocy I.m~" filtering theory. More precisely, consider a finear stochastic dynamical system Vm'iom m_~'___te~_~ of the material in this m'fichs Imvc fo,ned the subject of various talks at diffment confermocs; e.g. the 2rid conferm¢¢ ce the road-vchi¢~ system in Todno in June 1987, the 24-th Wintm" school on theoretical physics in I~ in January 1988, the 3rd m¢¢~ o1' the B,-llm~n ¢cminuum in Valbom~ in J'uo¢ 19~& the prmcot c~, and the special prosrsm on sisnal pr__~.~__i-g of the IMA in Minneapolis in the summer o/1988. As a rmult thls ank:l~ may also app©at in the p._ _~>:' o~___~gs or 0~ n~etings. 
(x,A,B,C,t) will be degenerate in the sense that p(Sx, SAS-I,SB, CS-t,t)=p(X,A,B,C,t) for all constant invertible real matrices S. As a result the normalization factor/p(x,A,B,C,t)dxdAdBdC does not exist, and in fact ~x,A,B,C,t) is also degenerate. One gets rid of this by passing to the quotient spa~ (finite moduli space) {(x,A,B,C)}/GLs(R)
for the action just given and/or by consider.
ing (local) canonical forms. The normalization factor can be calculated by integrating over this quotient space. Besides the DMZ-cquation, already mentioned, the tools used to tackle the two problems described above are Wci-Norman theory and something which could be called a real form of the Scgal-Shale-Wcil representation of the symplectic Lie group Sp,(g). These two topics are discussed in sections 3 and 4 below.
The DMZ aplwoaeh to nemlinear filtering
Consider again the general nonlinear system (I.1)-(1.2). These stochastic differential equations are to be considered as lto equations. Let n (x,t) where £j is the operator commutator f~= [hi,£]=hj£-fhi and f~/=[h,[hj,£] ]. Cf. [41 for more details. In (2.4) I have explicity indicated the dependence of the various quantities on x,t to stress that here h(x) should simply be seen as a known function of x and not as the time function h(x(t)). Equation (2.4) does not involve the derivatives dy~ anymore; it makes sense for all possible pathsy(t), and can be regarded as a family of PDE parametrized by the possible observation pathsy(t). Thus there is a robust version of (2.1) and we can work with (2.1) as a parametrized family of PDE parametrized by they(t). Note that knowledge of p(x,t) (andy(t)) immediately gives p (x,t) 
be the probability density of E[x(t)~(s), Ogagt], the conditional expectation of x(t). (Given sufficiently nice f , G and h if can be shown that tr(x,t) exists.) Then the

